Abstract-Phased array antennas with a desired symmetric scan range about broadside usually are designed with array elements that have a corresponding symmetry. However, this appears to be an unnecessary restriction. We 1) show analytically that symmetric scan performance normally is maintained even with asymmetric array elements, and 2) compare conventional symmetric patch elements, which have -and -plane symmetry, with patches which are asymmetric in the -plane, and with fully non-symmetric patches which have neither -nor -plane symmetry. The comparison is based on patch designs obtained by numerical optimization, over a 90 degree scan volume and 3:1 bandwidth, using a genetic algorithm. The elements with spoiled symmetry clearly have better scan and/or bandwidth performance. The results support our view that spoiling the symmetry may be a general technique to improve the bandwidth of phased array elements.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HIS paper concerns wide band, wide scan, low profile phased array antennas for aircraft and UAVs. Presently most wide band array elements are complicated 3-dimensional structures, which are difficult and costly to manufacture. We investigate planar 'fragmented' microstrip patch elements which offer a simplified geometry with potentially reduced weight and cost and are suitable for conformal applications.
In our approach the aperture of a unit cell in an infinite, periodic array is resolved into a number of pixels, which can be either conducting or non-conducting. A genetic algorithm (GA) is then used to optimize the distribution of conducting pixels with respect to array bandwidth and scan range, and so determines the fragmented patch design. The approach was inspired by [1] with more recent details given in [2] . Initially we followed conventional design procedure and imposed E-and H-plane symmetry on the patch design, which seems reasonable, since we want symmetric scan performance with respect to array broadside. In addition, it reduces the number of degrees of freedom, with a concomitant reduction in computational time.
However, we noted undesired narrow resonances in the wideband response of some patch designs, particularly for E-plane scan, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , [3] . These could be "odd" mode resonances and would not exist on asymmetric structures. Preliminary results supported this view [3] . Manuscript In Section II of this paper we first show that the desired symmetric scan performance normally is maintained even with asymmetric elements in a planar phased array. In Section III we briefly discuss two other published cases of asymmetric array elements, a waveguide element [4] and a spiral element [5] , [6] . Section IV presents our numerical array model. In Section V we compare the scanning performance of conventional patches, which have two symmetry planes, with the performance of patches which are asymmetric in the E-plane, and with fully non-symmetric patches, which have neither E-nor H-plane symmetry. This leads to the conclusion in Section VI that reduced symmetry yields increased scanning bandwidth. The results support our view that spoiling the symmetry may be a general technique to improve the bandwidth of phased array elements.
II. SCANNING WITH ASYMMETRIC ARRAY ELEMENTS
Consider the active reflection coefficient of a planar infinite periodic array with a rectangular grid, where and denote the progressive phase shifts between elements in the x-and y-directions, cf. Fig. 2 . For purpose of analysis we consider here one particular reference element (0,0). The coupling to an element from the element (0, 0) can be described by a coupling coefficient which satisfies the following relations For negative phase shifts, , which correspond to a symmetric scan direction, we find (4) Noting that in an infinite periodic array the active reflection coefficient is the same for all elements we can drop the indices and obtain (5a) or, alternatively, expressed in the scan direction (5b) where and denote the normal spherical coordinates.
Furthermore, the array element gain is related to the reflection coefficient by (6) where denotes the element area. Consequently, both the active reflection coefficient and the array element gain pattern are symmetric with respect to array broadside, independent of the actual element.
When the elements themselves are symmetric with respect to either the -or the -plane, then we have in addition (7) (8) which leads to (9) and (10) Thus in this case the reflection coefficient and array element pattern is symmetric in all four quadrants. Similar results, based on Floquet mode theory have been derived in [7] . The derivation here appears to be simpler.
The above derivation assumed a rectangular array grid, and thus is not valid for more general grids. Furthermore, the gain relation (6) assumes a single antenna beam, and therefore the gain symmetry holds only as long as there are no array grating lobes. We note also that the element gain pattern concerns only the radiated power and thus provides no information about the polarization of the radiated field, which can be expected to be different from those of symmetric elements.
III. THE CASE FOR ASYMMETRIC ARRAY ELEMENTS
For the patch element shown in Fig. 1 the reflection coefficient corresponds to a null in the array element pattern at 3.87 GHz and 45 scan angle in the -plane. It is well known that such "blind spots" are caused by a higher mode cancelling the dominant mode radiation [8] . As a simple alternative to a modal analysis we express the surface current over the patch in terms of even and odd components and , with respect to the -axis, such that
. A numerical analysis then shows the even and odd components to be roughly in phase quadrature, and the ratio , i.e., the two components have approximately equal magnitude. Off resonance, at 2.7 GHz, this ratio is 5:1, showing there is essentially only an even component.
We note that the higher, odd mode is a result of mutual coupling when scanning off broadside; the element itself does not excite this mode. On receive, similarly, this mode does not 'see' the load represented by the feed, since it is at a current null. It is attenuated only by radiation loss. At certain scan angles it can cancel the even mode radiation, causing a so called "array resonance" where all incident power is reflected.
This leads us to consider asymmetric elements, which do not support this array resonance. For example on a dipole with arms of unequal lengths, the feed will not coincide with a current null of the odd mode. Therefore, the feed impedance will appear as a load also to the odd mode and prevent it from attaining too high an amplitude.
This concept is similar to one we applied in a broad-band array of spiral elements [5] , [6] . There, very narrow resonances were observed at frequencies where the spiral arms were multiples of half a wavelength. At off-axis scanning the asymmetrical mutual coupling induced very high standing wave currents on the spirals, with current nulls across the feed. The amplitudes of these induced odd mode currents were an order of magnitude larger than the even mode current generated by the feed itself. When the spiral arms were given unequal lengths the feed point moved away from the current null so that the feed 'loaded' the induced current, and the resonances disappeared.
The only other case that we have found in the literature where asymmetry was incorporated in a phased array element is a parallel plane waveguide with conducting fences, [4] , see Fig. 3 . As illustrated in the graph, at the power transmission factor has a deep null when the fences are symmetrically located with respect to the waveguide. The null disappears with asymmetrically located fences. Although [4] gives no explicit analysis, this effect might be explained in terms of an even and odd mode, as discussed above. The fence region constitutes a section of a parallel plate waveguide in which mutual coupling induces an odd mode. With symmetric fences this mode does not couple to the parallel plane waveguide and at a particular scan angle causes a resonance and total reflection. With asymmetric fences the odd mode couples to the waveguide, which thus appears as a resistive load and prevents the resonance. It is interesting to note that the loss incurred by this extra load is quite small, only about 0.2 dB at broadside, although its effect around the null direction is quite dramatic.
A general comment concerns the feed model. Array resonances often arise only with realistic feeds, which include a vertical component, as opposed to the -gap feed in the plane of the radiator, which is preferred in theoretical analyses. In the latter case the patch resonance discussed above would not occur.
IV. THE ARRAY MODEL
We model the array element as a fragmented patch, i.e., a collection of conducting pixels in a unit cell of an infinite periodic array. Fig. 4 shows top and side views of the unit cell, which includes lossless dielectric sub-and superstrates of variable thickness and relative permittivity . A genetic algorithm (GA) determines the pixel distribution and the sub-and superstrates for optimal wide band and wide scan performance by minimizing a cost function based on reflected power: (11) Fig. 4 .
-and side view of unit cell showing the fragmented patch with the feed, and the dielectric sub-and superstrates, respectively (from [3] ).
where denotes the active reflection coefficient, the sample scan angles, and the sample frequencies over the design band.
We use the exponent 8 rather than the usual LMS exponent 2 for the reflection coefficient in order to achieve a more uniform low level over the frequency band. For the evaluation of we use a highly efficient FDTD code [9] , which in one run produces the wide band response of the array element for any particular scan angle.
It is desirable to work with reasonably high resolution which, however, must be traded off against computation time. Fragmenting the aperture into (say) 20 20 pixels corresponds in principle to a set of different possible geometries. Imposing symmetry among the four quadrants reduces this number to , which still represents an extremely large number of alternatives for the GA to search through. We have found that it is desirable to model each pixel by 4 4 fdtd-cells to maintain high numerical accuracy. However, both the large number of possible geometries and the large number of fdtd-cells contribute to increases in the computation time. Thus, to keep the computation time practical, i.e., less than a week, we normally use only 10 10 pixels and 2 2 fdtd-cells per pixel.
The feed constitutes a basic problem. In our model the feed structure consists of two vertical shorts from the patch to the ground plane, and a vertical center conductor located symmetrically between these shorts, with one pixel spacing. The center conductor connects at the top to one of the patch arms (and its short), and at the bottom it is fed by a 50 ohm -gap voltage source, see Fig. 4 , top. This particular feed structure closely models a simple 50 ohm coaxial cable feed input and appears to work well when included in the optimization.
The values of the sub-and superstrate parameters were limited to fdtd-cells, and .
V. RESULTS
The GA design of fragmented patches includes an element of randomness, since the starting point for the optimization is chosen randomly and the solution space contains many local minima, so that the process does not always converge to the same solution.
We, therefore, ran ten cases of optimizations for patches with -and -plane symmetry, and compared these with ten cases where we allowed for -plane asymmetry, and finally ten cases with both -and -plane asymmetry.
Each optimization was run until it had reasonably converged, which involved evaluating on the order of 20000 individual array configurations and took about 2 days on a Dell T7500 workstation. A typical convergence curve of cost versus iteration is shown in Fig. 5 . With our set of GA control parameters the cost converges to a low average value with some superimposed "noise", which causes minor variations between the individual iterations. Selecting the case with the lowest cost did not always yield the most desirable antenna solution. Instead, for each run we inspected all the iterations and picked the best obtained reflection coefficient versus bandwidth. In this analysis we considered two bandwidths, one moderate defined by a dB reflection coefficient, and one stringent corresponding to a dB reflection coefficient. The results are given in Table I . In all the computations the unit cell cross section was 30 30 mm, corresponding to at 5 GHz, and the optimization was performed for a 3:1 bandwidth (1.5-4.5 GHz) and for three scan angles (broadside, 45 (Table II) xz-plane, 45 yz-plane) in view of the pattern symmetry discussed in Section II. Blank entries in the tables indicate that the desired low reflection level was not reached over any part of the frequency band. Such cases often also included a narrow resonance peak. All cases exhibited partial electrical contact across the formal element boundaries through a few conducting pixels.
The bandwidths for the best symmetric and asymmetric cases from these runs are summarized in Table II and the patch designs and reflection coefficients are shown in Figs. 6-8 for these three cases. Clearly, relaxing the symmetry condition leads to element configurations with improved wideband performance.
At the low end of the frequency band, 1.8 GHz, the element thickness is about . Finally, as an example, we show the active element pattern of the patch depicted in Fig. 7 at the center frequency 3 GHz. We consider the co-and cross-polarized pattern components and in the -, the -and the diagonal planes (using Ludwig's third definition of polarizations [10] applied to a y-directed current source). The patterns are normalized to correspond to the total active element pattern, i.e., (12) Fig. 7 . The best -plane asymmetric patch design for 10 dB return loss, (Table II) , and the corresponding active reflection coefficients versus frequency for three different scan angles (broadside, -plane 45 and -plane 45 ). Conducting pixels are shown in black, details of the dielectric layers and the feed are shown in the table. Fig. 8 . The best -and -plane asymmetric patch design for 10 dB return loss, (Table II) , and the corresponding active reflection coefficients versus frequency for three different scan angles (broadside, -plane 45 and -plane 45 ). Conducting pixels are shown in black, details of the dielectric layers and feed are shown in the table. The polarization patterns are symmetric in the -and -planes, and therefore only cuts are shown in these planes, see Fig. 9(a) and (b) . The element asymmetry with respect to generates an undesired and surprisingly high cross-polarized component in the -plane, see Fig. 9 (a), which would not exist for a fully symmetric element. In the diagonal plane both the co-and the cross-polarized patterns are asymmetric, as shown in Figs. 9(c) and (d). In this plane the cross-polarization is quite moderate. The ideal element pattern of an infinite array, without depolarization and impedance mismatch losses, is included in the figures as a reference.
The pattern of the patch shown in Fig. 8 will have a cross-polarized component also in the -plane, since it is not symmetric with respect to this plane.
VI. CONCLUSION
Undesired resonances in the wideband response of some symmetric patch designs, particularly for -plane scan, suggest an 'odd' mode resonance, similar to the 'push-push' mode on a dipole. Therefore it would not be supported by an asymmetric structure. Our numerical results confirm this view: asymmetric patches do indeed offer wider bandwidths than symmetric patches. The main benefits are obtained from -plane asymmetry. Patches with additional -plane asymmetry show no further bandwidth improvement. The physical reason is presumably that the mutual coupling is so much stronger in the -plane, and therefore the induced odd (anti-symmetric) mode plays a more important role for -plane scanning than for -plane scanning.
Although -plane asymmetry does not contribute to any further bandwidth increase, it appears to facilitate the search for a desirable solution, since all the 10 runs with full asymmetry did converge, as opposed to the cases with only E-plane asymmetry. The reason may be that the solution space is so much larger in the case of full asymmetry.
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